Box chevy on irocs

Enthusiasts didn't have much to get excited about in the early s. Former performance kings
were all but neutered V-8 shadows of their old selves, and tightening fuel economy standards
made it seem the malaise was here to stay. And then something changed. A new attitude was
spurred on by a new style of music. Formed in the underbelly of Los Angeles' Sunset Strip, and
fronted by bands like Moetley Cruee and Quiet Riot, this rising movement spurred young
enthusiasts to seek out a car that matched the music and the attitude of the era. They found the
Chevrolet Camaro. In the late '70s, there was some controversy at GM over what the
next-generation Camaro should look like. Many thought performance was dead, and that the
Camaro and its Pontiac Firebird twin should follow the lead of the rest of GM and switch to a
front-drive setup. Fortunately, Camaro chief engineer Tom Zimmer and his development team
leader Fred Schaafsma decided early on that handling should be the third-gen Camaro's top
priority, and it demanded rear drive. The mandate also put the new Camaro on a diet and earned
it a revised suspension. Though the traditional live rear axle remained, the old leaf springs were
replaced with coils. Up front, double control arms were swapped for a pair of struts and springs.
Optimization of the F-car's unibody helped the third-gen Camaro lose around pounds. This paid
off with 0. Powering the new Camaro were the infamous 2. Transmission options were limited to
a four-speed manual and a three-speed automatic for , unless you opted for the CFI V-8, in
which case you were stuck with the slushbox. The car was offered in hardtop and T-Top body
styles. While the third-generation Camaro was initially designed around the all-important
high-performance Z28 model, Chevy offered two additional trim levels. Sandwiched between the
Sport Coupe and Z28 was the Berlinetta model. Chevy hoped the Berlinetta would be to luxury
what the Z28 was to performance, and so it came with a plush interior, toned-down exterior
styling, and a soft suspension. Berlinetta buyers chose between the V-6 or the carbureted But
not many people bit, and the Berlinetta was axed by Though by modern standards the '82
Camaro Z28 is far from quick, we were so blown away by its performance that we named it our
Motor Trend Car of the Year. Our CFI and automatic-equipped Camaro accelerated from 0 to 60
mph in 9. One of our editors was particularly impressed: "If you're making up your personal
shopping list of great road cars and you don't have a Z28 or Trans Am on it, you need a new list.
The Camaro would only continue to get better. Just one year later, Chevrolet added an extra cog
to each transmission, giving the automatic four speeds and the manual a whopping five. To go
with the new transmissions, in Chevy also introduced the High-Output 5. The new engine used a
higher lift and longer duration cam, larger exhaust, and new Quadrajet carburetor to produce hp
and lb-ft of torque. Available initially as a performance and appearance package on the Z28
before becoming its own trim level in '88, the IROC-Z would go down as perhaps the most iconic
and memorable Camaro of the '80s. It featured a lowered suspension with unique front struts,
Delco-Bilstein rear shocks, and additional chassis reinforcements. Goodyear Gatorback tires on
8. It would be another two years before the Camaro received any major changes. In , a
convertible returned to the lineup for the first time since , for the marque's 20th birthday.
Convertibles started life as T-Tops shipped to American Specialty Cars an aftermarket
convertible manufacturer that also built Cavalier and Toyota Celica convertibles for conversion.
All '87 Camaro convertibles produced that year wore a badge on the dash reading 20th
Anniversary Commemorative Edition. The convertible wasn't the only trick Chevrolet had up its
sleeve in It also introduced the Corvette-sourced 5. Though the engine was detuned and
available only with the four-speed slushbox because the five-speed couldn't handle the torque ,
the new engine still produced hp and lb-ft of torque for a 6. Chevy wasn't content with just
fitting a Corvette engine under the Camaro's hood and calling it a day. A year later, it quietly
introduced the Camaro 1LE. First, air-conditioning was dropped. Then heavy-duty Corvette front
disc brakes, an aluminum driveshaft, aluminum spare wheel, unique shocks, and extra fuel tank
baffling were added. All buyers had to choose was the powertrain: either the 5. With sales
dwindling, the Camaro didn't get significant changes for the rest of its lifetime as Chevy
prepped a sleeker follow-up. This article originally appeared in the Fall issue of Motor Trend
Classic. A new 5. The 5. California also gets its own special edition. Iron Duke I-4 is dropped.
Fuel injection replaces the carburetors on V-8s. The 1LE package is also quietly introduced.
Camaros also get a driver's-side airbag. The new package includes hood stripes, a body-color
grille, black headlamp surrounds, and special badging. The RS featured Zinspired bodywork,
and inch Z28 wheels painted to match the red, white, or black bodywork. The Camaro 1LE was
designed for SCCA showroom stock racing, ditched air conditioning, and added four-wheel disc
brakes, an engine oil cooler, an aluminum driveshaft, unique shock absorbers, and fuel tank. It
could be had with either the 5. A total of 1LE Camaros were built between and , with the earlier
IROC-Z-based models produced in much more limited numbers than the Zbased models. Close
Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Jorge Nunez photographer Christian Seabaugh writer.
Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Product Code: C After a hugely eventful and weather

affected race they finished in 3rd position. With the famous Garage 59 team switching over from
a rival manufacturer to run the Aston Martins as a customer entry, the team debuted its new
cars at the Monza round of the Blancpain Endurance Championship and at the second round at
Silverstone the car was driven by Chris Goodwin, Alexander West and Top Gear presenter Chris
Harris. The iconic Castrol livery combined with the beautiful lines of the Aston Martin Vantage
GT3 is a sure-fire winner both on the real racing track and on your Scalextric layout. However,
luck was against them, and the Bathurst 12 hours would prove to be a disappointing race.
However, the car looked amazing and is sure to be a winner on your track at home! The car has
been driven in these races by Salih Yolic and Charlie Eastwood and at the Paul Ricard event
they achieved a dominant lights to flag victory, cementing them at the front of the series tables.
A multiple champion in the AMOC series this Gulf coloured V8 is a well known sight on the UK
racing scene, often embarrassing much more modern machinery and leaving tyre marks and
competitors alike in its wake as it power slides out of bends! At the Paris International Auto
Salon Bentley announced they were planning a return to the race track with the unveiling of the
Continental GT3 race concept car. The body is almost identical, but with doors, boot lid and
bonnet re-made in carbon fibre, over 1,kg of weight has been lost. A third place finish in the
qualifying race laid the perfect foundation for the feature race. Starting from third, Abril quickly
took the lead after a great start and immediately created a gap. Buhk took over the Bentley
Continental GT3 from the Monegasque driver halfway through the race and eventually secured
the victory in the minute race. After 36 laps, Buhk took the chequered flag with a margin of more
than seven seconds. Product Code: CA. To celebrate years of Bentley Scalextric are designing a
very special livery for one of the quickest Bentleys ever! Watch this spaceâ€¦. It sees over 50
cars from four separate classes battle for 24 hours, all for the coveted Rolex Daytona watch.
Here, they are represented by the iconic BMW Z4. Colour and contents of products may vary
from those illustrated. Kansas City, Kan. The No. When the chequered flag dropped after 97 laps
and 2-and-a-half hours the car of Robin Liddell finished in 6th and the No. Race: Historic Trans
Am This tremendous Camaro features a fantasticly patriotic livery, with a full stars and strpes
wrap across the top of the hood and over the doors. From to the International race of
champions used specially modified Chevrolet Camaro IROCs to pit the best racing drivers from
across the United States, and the world, against each other to find the ultimate champion. The
Cars were far removed from their road going cousins, being space framed tubular chassis
machines with more in common with NASCAR racers then road going machines. From to the
International Race of Champions used specially modified Chevrolet Camaro IROCs to pit the
best racing drivers from across the United States, and the world, against each other to find the
ultimate champion. This brilliantly liveried car saw some success on the road circuits of North
America in the season. A livery that is certain to run and run this makes a great colourful
addition to any muscle car field! Narrowly missing out on a class podium the brand-new race
car showed the all-important double of both pace and reliability. Looking sleek, purposeful, fast,
and striking the new Corvette C8. R race car is a perfect addition to your Scalextric GT grid! R
made a difficult start to the new mid-engine Corvettes racing career. The car struggled with an
oil leak in the early hours, but while reliability was always going to be an issue for a brand-new
car the sleek new Corvette showed that the all-important pace was there! The final result being
close, with the Ford barely missing out on a final podium for a programme that delivered
consistently fine results. This is a great addition to any Scalextric grid of GT cars. The team has
had a successful campaign with the car performing well in the tough GT4 category. The
Mustang is a big powerful car, and one that looks great on the tarmac and the Scalextric track.
New team RACE performance have entered this strikingly coloured example and have two
excellent young drivers at the wheel. Woes in qualifying put the car towards the back of the
grid, but on race day the pair powered through the field and scored a brilliant and convincing
win round the tight swooping confines of the GP loop. And on your Scalextric layout this
Mustang looks every bit as effective and quick! The 4 hours of Silverstone event took place over
the first weekend of September and saw the Ginetta team qualifying 5th and 6th before finishing
a strong 4th overall in the number 5 car with the number 6 machine sadly retiring. With the
Orange union jack flag and black paint work the car looks every bit the strong challenger from
the Ginetta stable. One of the most famous and iconic sponsors in motorsport history, Gulf are
synonymous with winning and GT racing. As are Lotus. Number: What the team lacked in
outright pace against the might of the new factory cars, they more than made up for in eye
catching liveries, as this outstanding car proves. Having returned to endurance racing at Le
Mans , Gulf Executive Martin Allerton made the popular decision to take the blue and orange of
Gulf Racing into GT racing for the season. So impressed was Allerton that he signed the deal
even before McLaren designer Gordon Murray had completed the designs for the new car. Seen
here in a distinctive and collectible Gulf Racing box. The iteration of the then worlds fastest

production car had seen a number of improvements, hoped to ensure that the gap to the new
breed of GT1 and LMP1 cars would not be too much. However the new Porsche GT1s proved to
be dominant in qualifying and even the excellent driver line ups of the McLaren teams were not
enough. The strongest of these teams was undoubtedly the Bigazzi team from Italy. With one
car featuring ex F1 driver Jacques Laffite as well as Touring Car megastar Steve Soper as well
as Belgian Endurance expert Marc Duez they were classified 11th after needing exhaust repairs
as well as a new gearbox in the night. This team also needed a new gearbox to complete the 24
hours, and due to a host of other issues the car finished in 8th. While did not see a repeat of s
success, the cars looked fantastic and the driver line up was certainly legendary. Although not
designed as a racing car the machine immediately proved to be very competitive. The French
entered BBA Competition car also featured an incredible brushed steel art car livery, with a
robotic alien draped over the bodywork. The Bathurst hour race was yet another endurance
classic. Starting in the dark, racing as the sun rises and then finishing in the heat of the
afternoon the race featured this brightly liveried AMG GT3. For the Silverstone based RAM
Racing adorned their Blancpain endurance challenger with this amazing art car inspired paint
job. Raced at Monza by Tom Onslow-Cole and Remon Vos the car performed well and certainly
looked fantastic, even against a background of a very, very wet Italian weekend. The striking
livery, complete with charity logos and hashtags, is sure to catch the eye, as is the chrome
paintwork. At the Brands Hatch round the pairing drove a great race to finish 6th in the overall
results. This is a new version of the AMG GT3 for the Scalextric range, with an updated front
grille and a new rear diffuser. This spooky livery has been uniquely created by Scalextric for
racers who like their cars a little bit different. Racing with a horde of shambling zombies on your
car is sure to turn a few heads wherever you race. Incredibly detailed, using the latest
production techniques, this car is perfect for any slot racer who likes to race hard, and in style!
Colour: Blue, Number: 3. Featuring the famous colours of Gulf racing this tough and quick GT
car is an ideal companian to our other Gulf cars. With the demise of the big factory LeMans
prototype teams saw a new raft of privateer cars come onto the global prototype racing scene.
One such new entrant was the British based Ginetta. With the striking chrome livered GLT-P1
the firm made a bold statement from the start and the car went as well as it looked, doing well
on its debut at the prestigious 24 hours LeMans. Tough enough for even the most intense races,
this super resistant LMP Le Mans Prototype is sporting the iconic blue and orange livery from
the world-renowned Gulf Racing team. The latest in a line of Gulf liveried Scalextric cars, this
LMP will find a home with collectors and slot racers alike. Start by Scalextric is a new range of
cars that you can decorate yourself. The cars come with a sticker sheet that allows you to
decorate and personalise if you wish. These are an ideal entry car for those who have got a
Scalextric set and want to add a new car to their collection, whether it be themed or rally, the
Formula series or endurance prototype. Few liveries in the history of motorsport are quite as
famous, as iconic or as successful as Gulf. Amongst its proudest achievements are wins at
LeMans in , and The firs two wins coming with a Ford GT An Aston Martin DB5 is not a regular
sight at racetracks around the world. This magnificently coloured White Gold DB5 has raced in
the series for a number of years, and certainly brings some glamour to the racetrack whenever
it appears. Driving the "Fighting Saints" Javelin he managed to secure 5th spot in the
championship after some consistent driving with his be race finish of 2nd in the sanair trans
am. Accomplished driver David Robinson competed in the R series after having achieved two
poles, two fastest laps and two wins in his first season in , racing in the Caterham Autumn
Trophy. Since then the trophies and awards keep coming and the season saw him regularly
battling with Aaron Head for the lead, with David ultimately being named the Champion. The
competition was tough but the Camaro proved to be a strong competitor and finished in second
place, only 0. Purpose built for competition, complete with horsepower, the awe-inspiring
Chevrolet Corvette L88 has brought the competition to its knees in both international and
domestic GT racing from Sebring to Le Mans. This iconic car was originally owned by Ricky
Thompkins and has now been restored to its original racing spec, including livery. With a
history spanning 60 years the car is as synonymous with American motoring as the Mustang or
the pickup truck. And ever since its introduction to the road the car has been found on the
racetrack as well as the street. This Corvette has an unmistakeable and obvious badge on the
side of it. And it is not that of General Motors or Chevrolet! In the race itself it had an auspicious
start, a practice crash saw it race with a taped-up nose, but the car finished 15th overall, 7th in
class and captured many imaginations with its unusual decoration! This Camaro was Originally
raced in the trans am series by Brock Yates. This Camaro, in an iconic red and white livery,
contested the race and while its sister car qualified 4th it failed to finish, suffering an engine
failure, this number 14 car soldiered on to finish a credible 17th behind a phalanx of the ever
reliable Capri MKIIIs. This brand-new tooling for Scalextric is a great addition to any American

grid, another superb bit of American muscle for your two lane blacktop at home! While most
associate the big Chrysler Hemicuda with racing across the USA the car also found some
notable success racing in Europe. While Chrysler France raced the car successfully the model
was also found racing in the Spa 24 hours in the early s. This big Levis sponsored machine
raced in the edition. It did however finish a credible 15th overall. Now available from Scalextric
this car is a very impressive machine on track, as it powers down the straights and drifts the
bends! Despite being better known as the Formula One world champion driving a McLaren
James Hunt raced a number of other cars before his career reached the stratosphere. In he and
Richard Lloyd shared this Camaro at the Spa 24 hours. The machine was essentially a road car,
but the skill of James still saw it line up 24th on the capacity grid. Unfortunately, a clutch issue
saw the car fail to finish, but soon enough James Hunts abilities would come to the attention of
all on the world stage! This James Hunt Camaro is a great addition to any collection, especially
those focusing on F1 champions or us Muscle Cars! Driven in this case by A. This year the
GT40 was somewhat unfancied, but it still took the flag. Race: LeMans 24Hrs. Year: The E-type
made its debut in Australian motorsport in late at the hands of Bob Jane. The charismatic and
successful Australian driver won a number of races and championships at the wheel of his
distinctive E-type Jaguar. Notably at Bathurst. A great performance by both famous drivers saw
the racing career of the E-Type get off to a fantastic start. Two motorsport legends combine in
this fantastic classic release. The Jaguar E-Type needs no introduction, it is a legend of both
beauty and speed, with its race results at the Goodwood Revival also speaking for themselves.
The driver and owner of this car is the famous Red Bull technical director and F1 design
supremo Adrian Newey. Throughout his career he has shown himself to be a step ahead of his
competition again and again, delivering various race and championship winning cars. In this
Jaguar he has also proved himself to be no slouch behind the wheel, as skilled on track as on
the drawing board! The TWR ran Jaguar XJS were a staple of early s touring car racing, despite
the couple only very slightly fitting the description of a touring car! Some of the cars most
notable successes came in endurance races, not least the 24 hours of Spa Francochamps. Here
in the big Jaguars scored a fantastic pole position, but the car was sadly retired due to accident
damage and the race was won by a rival division 3 BMW. But the Motul backed black Jaguars
certainly looked the part and the cars have cemented a place in racing history ever since.
Available for the first time from Scalextric this new tool Jaguar is a sure-fire winner in any
touring car race at your local circuit or at home. Launched in the revised Lotus Esprit S2 added
some additional trim parts to the already successful Esprit design. This commemorative edition
was launched in to commemorate Lotuss victory in the Formula One world Championship. The
eye catching black and gold livery helps this wedge shaped supercar stand out from the crowd!
While the Trans-Am season was dominated by the works Mustang team, with the AMC Javelin
squad and Sunoco Camaros running them close, the rest of the grid was also packed with both
famous drivers and stunning powerful motorcars. One such entry was that of Plymouth. Its
Barracuda model being driven by Formula one winner Dan Gurney. The stunning blue paintwork
offset perfectly by the orange and yellow stripes really helps set the big Barracuda apart from
its Trans-Am rivals, it is the perfect addition to the Scalextric Trans-Am grid! The Porsche 3. The
Kremer racing team was just one team that took these special cars and turned them into race
and championship winners. While the Trans Am series was a shadow of its former self in terms
of length, the cars entered where however just as spectacular as its heyday. With a modified
nose and that amazing whale tail spoiler this RSR is as eye catching as it is fast. Winning the
title in dramatic fashion in front of a record 42, crowd, Gordon managed to work his way
through the field and grab enough points to put Jason Plato into second place overall. It turned
out to be a relatively good weekend for Jeff Smith in the eurotech Honda Civic. After Qualifying
13th he then went on to finish 14th, 10th and 7th. Matt Neals Honda Civic at looked fast in the
opening rounds at Brands Hatch and the pace continued here. After Qualifying 9th, Matt went
on to finish 12th, 6th and first in the following races. Sponsored by RCIB insurance the cars
look fantastic and showed real pace. Sadly the only thing lacking for Sam during the season
was luck! Despite a tough start to the season the Civic of Jake Hill, ran my MB Motorsports
accelerated by blue square, has proved to be a regular fixture at the front of the competitive
BTCC field. A maiden podium of the campaign at Oulton was very much overdue, and this
exciting and quick Civic makes the perfect companion to the other BTCC Scalextric cars in the
range. Getting his first race win at Oulton Park, Sam finished 6th in the overall standings for the
season, winning another race at Croft Circuit. Andy placed well in the BTCC season, finishing in
8th overall, with two race wins despite missing three races due to his BMW sports car
commitments. Rounds 7, 8 and 9 took Place at the high speed Thruxton circuit, with extremely
high temperatures being experienced at the circuit, round 7 was full of incident and a huge
amount of punctures towards the end of the race eventually resulting in a multi car crash

causing a red flag. Collard would finish 5th. The next 2 races were reduced in distance as a
result and Collard would go on to finish 2nd and 6th in the next 2 races. His livery was also as
striking as before, and his results were just as impressive. This car has proved to be the class
of a very competitive BTCC field. After his successful defence of his crown in Colin Turkington
came into s truncated season looking to become a rare thing, a triple back to back BTCC
champion! Jack made a great start to the season, with a second place finish at Brands Hatch
just behind Matt Neal. Unfortunately, despite good results at Snetterton, Silverstone and Brands
Hatch GP, Jack finished the season 9th in the overall standings. A good effort in Qualifying saw
him start 10th on the grid. He then went on to score points in all 3 races finishing 7th, 6th and
5th. Strikingly liveried they scored some excellent results. And while the year was a steep
learning curve for both Sam and the team he was able to score their first points finish at the
Snetterton round in August. In only his third season of car racing he was quickly a fan's
favourite and this brightly coloured car looks every bit the BTCC contender. Heading into the
last race of the year, Jason had a chance to take the entire Championship. Unfortunately, it was
not to be as Gordon Shedden drove like his life depended on it to get just enough points to
push Jason back into second place. Smith Qualified 10th and went on to finish the races in 7th,
3rd and 8th. And, our most accurate car yet! The cars were painted in a bright yellow with
contrasting black scheme. Finishing 11th at Brands Hatch, Roland finished the season in 13th
position in the standings, 4th in class. While Soper was able to claim second place in the first
race, he was forced to retire in the second. Franz Engstler is a German racing driver and team
boss of Engstler Motorsport. The car sadly retired on lap 89, robbing both Brock and his
co-driver Neil Compton of a finish. The year after witnessed an even more radical departure for
Brock, as he raced a Sierra RS at Bathurst! With the famous colours on it this car stood out well
from the colourful DTM field of the early s and Cor Euser drove the powerful RWD German
coupe to some strong results in the series. He then went on to be one of the most decprated of
all Dutch Tintop drivers, as well as undertaking some fantastic drives in the famous Marcos LM
sportscar! During the cars restoration, Tony sanded down the old panels and the previous
racing numbers were revealed â€” John Riley 50, Dennis Marwood 25 and 24 and Joe
Chamberlain 2. The Penske-Sunoco Z28 is a very hard car to miss, as decals from both
sponsors are brightly-coloured and adorn the car throughout. The car is in a period correct
livery, retained by its current owner and racer Stephen Sorenson. Car no. The famous bright
green Dodge Challengers were a force to be reckoned with during the Trans Am series. This
number 77 car driven by Sam Posey was often right at the sharp end of the field, fighting with
the other muscle cars of the era, the Boss Mustangs and Camaros. A staple of the British
Saloon Car series in the s Stuart Graham initially began as a motorcycle racer, riding in the
Honda works team and later for Suzuki in the 50cc and cc world championships. A well-known
face in the BTCC paddock in the late s and early s Vince Woodman and his Esso backed Capri
was a front runner in any series he entered it into. The 3-litre car was successful across various
championships and races and in while sharing with Jonathan Buncombe and Peter Clark the car
finished on the podium at the gruelling Spa 24 hours. In more modern times the car has featured
at the front of the annual Gerry Marshal Trophy race at Goodwoods members meetings. And
with its catching livery and tail out style the Capri is a sure-fire hit on any race track, Scalextric
or real! Helped by the success of his road and race car accessory business Gordon Spice
became a well established and successful driver and team owner through the s and s. He is best
known in the BTCC for having an incredibly successful career with red MKIII Capris during the
latter s, with drivers such as Andy Rouse racing with him Gordon was always at the front of the
field, and later found success with the cars overseas as well. He later founded Spice Racing
cars and was to be found at LeMans, an incredibly talented driver and engineer, as well as one
of motorsports true characters this wonderful red Capri is a vibrant edition to any collection.
John Whitmore entered the European Touring Car Challenge ant Snetterton knowing that a win
would clinch the division 2 championship. It didn't look good at first with the Alfa Romeos being
faster in practice but come race day and despite having to back of due to a slipping clutch, the
leading Alfa was black flagged for having no rear lights handing first place to Whitmore. A
staple of the historic racing scene the Ford Lotus Cortina is a regular at the Goodwood Revival,
with the public taking a real shine to this example. At Goodwood established racing drivers
often do battle not just with each other, but also celebrities. The Australian Touring Car
Championship. Reigning champion Allan Moffat Ford Falcon dominated the season. Moffat won
the first five rounds of the championship, won a total of seven out of the eleven rounds and won
the title by 32 points. Not a scheme usually associated with the Mk1 Escort, Finnish driver
Aikojen however used this machine to some success in European Touring Car racing. The Ford
Escort MK1 is an icon of touring car racing all over the world. The car has seen success across
Europe and as far away from its homeland as Australia. A staple of touring car racing

throughout Europe the Ford Escort is a prominent racer wherever you go. An iconic car
combined with Gulf livery this Scalextric Escort becomes a sure-fire winner. This particular car
races in Portugal, against other stars of the s racing scene. Owned by Kerry Michael and raced
by such motorsport luminaries as Mark Blundell this fantastic Castrol liveried Mk2 Escort is a
prominent front runner in the annual Goodwood Members meeting Gerry Marshall trophy event.
While it be underpowered compared to the big engine Rover SD1s and Camaros that populate
the grid alongside it, what the little Escort lacks in straight line punch it more then makes it up
in the bends and especially round the tight Goodwood chicane. Here at Scalextric we love a tidy
Escort and this example is guaranteed to get the heart racing! Andy Pipe and his Mk1 Escort
has been a staple of the south east club racing scene for a number of years. The Escort was a
vibrant yellow before an accident led to a nut and bolt restoration by Unique Classics, and a
change in scheme to this amazing black, off white and Gold livery. The car goes as well as it
looks with a 2. Always a winner on the Scalextric track this MK1 escort certainly has the looks
to win! The Hardie-Ferodo was the twelfth running of the Bathurst touring car race. The race
was open to standard production sedans competing in five classes based on the purchase price
of the vehicle in Australian dollars. It was the fifth race victory for the factory team. Overall
Steve finished 15th due to a combination of entering less than half of the races that year, with
one being cancelled where he had pole position. Of those races he entered, Steve achieved
some fantastic results one first, two second places and one DNS. Despite a disappointing start
to the season, Robb was able to bounce back and win nine times that year, including this race
at Silverstone in Robb got the fastest lap time and claimed another win for the imposing Ford
Sierra RS The race was the opening round of the Asia-Pacific Touring Car Championship and
was the 29th running of the? Bathurst ?. The race was the only race in the history of the
Bathurst to have commenced with a rolling start and that seemed to be a good omen for
Longhurst and Mezera as they took first place, It was the first victory in the? Bathurst ? The
Bathurst was a memorable race for many reasons. Graham Goode is a name synonymous with
the RS In its superb Listerine sponsorship, the car really stood out and will look fantastic racing
our Texaco and Labatt's sponsored cars on your track at home! Owned by Richard Millar this
Gulf branded Ford Sierra is an ex-Mike Smith touring car, and with its re0livery into the iconic
Gulf colours it has the looks to match its performance. Running in the UK based classic touring
car club this Sierra RS has been found racing as far afield as Spa, and is often found at the front
of the classic field. Box contents: 2x cars, 4x spare braid plates, Limited Edition plinth. Andy
Rouse is regarded by many people as one of the most successful drivers ever to appear in the
BSCC. His 60 overall wins in the category was the highest total by any driver for many years,
until being overhauled by Jason Plato at Brands Hatch in the opening round of the season. Rain
in the morning meant the track was damp during the first run, which was certainly reflected in
the times. That was until Allan Moffat went out and, ignoring the puddles, ran a time six seconds
faster than anyone else while hitting mph on Conrod Straight. Allan was forced to retire on lap
81, allowing rival Peter Brock to take the victory. The Hardie-Ferodo was the 20th running of the
Bathurst touring car race. Allan Moffat and John Fitzpatrick qualified in 4th position for the race,
but unfortunately whilst in 2nd after laps the car had reliability issues and the pair were forced
to retire from the race. Finishing one place higher than their shootout position, marked the first
of consecutive top ten starts at Bathurst for Dick Johnson. Reventlow Pettey Racing, No. The
car itself was an ex-Trans Am car and retained the same colour scheme as it had worn while
racing in the USA. And John Gimbels superb black and red example really stood out from the
pack! While it is of course synonymous with racing in the USA the Ford Mustang also saw some
excellent results in the United Kingdom as well. Race: Bathurst Driver: Peter Brock Peter
'Perfect' Brock was a true hero of Australian motorsport, as well as his iconic red and white
colours his Torana raced in this striking yellow and blue scheme. In fact, the Brabham name
would not appear in another Bathurst Top 10 runoff until his son David qualified in the same
position as his father 8th in In the race itself, Jack Brabham and Brian Muir finished 6th,
completing laps. In Brock put his Torana on pole, and then finished first. Co-driven by Jim
Richards, the Holden proved to be more than a match for the Fords in the race, with Brock
beating the second placed car, a Holden, by a lap and the nearest Ford by 3 laps. Winning four
of the eight rounds that year the Holden A9X proved to be dominant force, with the same type of
car winning all four of the other rounds. Forever enshrined into Australian racing folklore the
car was well known for its sideways action and thrilling races. The Bob Estes Cougar XR7
racked up 6 wins in 10 races in the season and 6 of 17 races in Famously, the Mercury Cougar
was running in 4th place at the Mission Bell Trans Am race at Riverside, CA before a broken
brake rotor put the car all the way back to 15th place. The Mercury Cougar was somewhat of a
left field muscle car choice in America in the late s, but it was one that was raced extensively
against the Chevrolet Camaros and Ford Mustangs that it found itself pitted against both on the

street and on the track. Despite not finishing the Targa Florio, the little Mini of Prince Paul
Metternich and French motor racing photographer Bernard Cahier grabbed not only the
attention, but also the hearts of the Sicilian crowd. Using a set of tyres every lap, the Mini also
lost second gear and its pace dropped to the point where it was unclassified. However, by its
last lap the car had gained such affection that the crowd were throwing flowers down in its path,
cheering it to the finish. Number: , Race: Targa Florio, Year: What better way to celebrate 60
years of minis racing! A star of events such as Goodwood he has with his father Mike built this
amazing little mini up to be a real thorn in the side of other historic touring cars. The famous red
and silver colours of Ralph Broads succesful Broadspeed outfit adorned minis before they
become famous with Ford Escorts and Anglias. However, this was not to be a champion outing.
Fitzpatrick rolling the car while leading and almost totally destroying the beautiful little Mk1 Mini
Cooper S! The Chevrolet Monte Carlo was first produced in as a two-door coupe. It has since
been through six generations, last rolling off the production line in The Chevy Monte Carlo was
the fourth generation of the popular car, which had a number of variations from previous
iterations. Number: 69, Colour: Green. The Chevrolet Monte Carlo was an icon of the muscle car
scene of the s. Used extensively in racing, from top stock car classes right down to local series
the car was the mount of many internationally famous drivers as well as hundreds of local
heroes. Number: 93, Colour: Red. The Monte Carlo was an icon of the muscle car scene of the s.
Continuing Scalextric's successful form of s stock cars this striking green and white Chevrolet
Monte Carlo captures the real essence of s racing. Its square lines and strong engine give it a
real edge and strength around your track at home. The ninth-generation of the Thunderbird
marked the introduction of a highly aerodynamic body. The drag coefficient to 0. The ninth
generation of Thunderbird introduced a new highly aerodynamic body. This streamlined shape
was the perfect ingredient for a racing car and thus the Ford Thunderbird became an excellent
and accomplished stock car racer. This striking yellow and black example will look right at
home on your street circuit or oval race way! And while it may look like a cab, there certainly
isn't room for passengers! This futuristic livery suits the robust and tough rally car superbly,
with aliens and astronauts fighting it out across the bodywork, this car is sure to stand out on
track! Breiteneder finished the season 5 th overall. First shown at the January motor show, it
quickly became a best seller and while the standard models were enjoyable to drive, the quick
ones such as the Mexico and RS models became heroes both on the track and on rally stages.
Colour: White, Year: Haynes, No. In the Lakes Rally in Finland Timo Salonen stormed to victory
by 48 seconds over Stig Blomqvvist, and in doing so, set a record by winning four world rallies
in a row. Timo Salonen went onto win the World Championship with a record margin of 52
points. The Tour De Corse rally took place over the 8th and 9th of November. This challenging
asphalt rally was prime ground for the Lancia Stratos, with the challenging corners of Corsica
proving to be the perfect place for the Stratos to prove not only its handling prowess, but also
the abilities of its driver, Frenchman Bernard Daniche. A familiar, if not always welcome, sight to
many motorists in the UK the BMW i police car, with working light and siren, is a machine sure
to set the heart pulsing! Be it appearing in your rear view mirror lights flashing or tearing away
to the next emergency it is a high powered machine that runs all the lights! The Centenario has
been modelled in green offering slot racers a super resistant car, perfect for intense, high
impact racing, allowing you to hit those top speeds! Colour: Green. Finished in a fantastic
shade of grey carbon with yellow trim, this car will really stand out on track! Colour: Carbon
Grey. Looking amazing in bright orange, this Lamborghini is anything but subtle! But then,
should a Lamborghini ever be subtle?! The Lamborghini Centenario is a striking car, brash loud
and exciting in this subtle White colour scheme the car still stands out. Equally at home on the
track or cruising round the streets of Mayfair or Bel Air the Centenario is a triumph of design
and function over physics. With its super resistant design the car can also survive numerous
mishaps, being somewhat stronger then its full size cousin! The Scalextric model captures the
McLaren P1 two-door coupe in green, following successful releases in yellow and red. The
concept car debuted at the Paris Motor Show. Deliveries to retail customers began in the UK in
October The entire P1 production of units was sold out by November The production run ended
in December It is considered to be the long-awaited successor to the McLaren F1, utilizing
hybrid power and Formula 1 technology. It does not have the same three seat layout as its
predecessor. Its 4 litre twin turbo V8 propels the car to 60 mph in just 2. This fantastic McLaren
s looks even more striking in the vibrant Memphis Red. A true supercar the McLaren holds the
road with grip and poise and has all the power a car could need. A new addition to our police
car force! This McLaren S features working siren and flashing lights as it chases down the bad
guys on your circuit! A piece of American muscle car and law enforcement history. This
Alabama Police Javelin is sure to catch the crooks. The legend goes that the E-Type selected to
be unveiled at the Geneva Motor Show was driven from the Browns Lane plant in Coventry, by

Jaguar executive Bob Berry to Geneva arriving just 20 minutes before the global reveal with
only a few minutes for a quick wipe down. The E-type needs no introduction, and this fantastic
looking machine is a star of both screen and road! Introduced in this model of Z28 saw some
visual changes away from the earlier cars, not least a new front spoiler and wider flares over the
arches. This catching silver livery was one of the launch options and proved to be very popular!
Well known from both racing and TV roles the Z28 Camaro is a real muscle car icon and one of
the last of the original breed before the Camaro moved into its s iterations. A car recognised by
almost everyone, the Dodge Charger with a blower. Nothing represents the American motor
industry quite like it. First produced in the mid-to-late s. The Dodge Challenger is another icon
of the unrivalled American Muscle car scene. Successful both on the track and on the street, it
has endured as a lasting symbol of both motoring freedom and the power that the muscle car
can give working men and women. Looking sinister in red and black this Challenger is a true
piece of American Muscle. From its appearance as the baddie in Bullitt to various other
menacing film roles it is the honcho car of choice and even in this deep metallic purple it still
looks mean! With a shaker hood above the big V8 this muscle car really stands out on the strip,
the track or the street. The British Police of the s were not just to be found behind the wheel of
the standard Panda cars and hatchbacks. To catch faster criminals, they also had the use of
sporty coupes, such as this 3. The last Capri to serve with Manchester Police this car came
equipped with a rear spoiler, as well as a flashing light. Over , XY Falcons were produced in a
variety of different colours. Colour: Red, Year: An exciting road car and a legend in Australia,
the Silver Fox is a superb example of the Falcon breed. Despite its somewhat limited load
carrying ability a number of different Police forces used the XJS for brief amounts of time in
trails to test its effectiveness as a motorway patrol vehicle. One such police force was
Warwickshire Constabulary who trialled this particular machine on the M6 during the early s.
However, it was not a machine they then used operationally after this time! However, the XJS
with its police lights and powerful V12 would have been a real match for any would be crook or
speeder on the motorway, and the same is certainly true on the Scalextric track! These featured
a reduction in weight, by removing the sound deadening in the interior, no audio system and no
fan assisted ground affect. The original Mini was launched to much fanfare and critical acclaim
in August The first Minis were in fact branded Morris Mini Minor and were sold as a small,
cheap, dependable family car, whose exterior size masked a surprisingly roomy interior, space
enough for four adults and some luggage in the compact boot. As the swinging s came into full
force the Mini became an icon of motoring, taken to the hearts of celebrities from Peter Sellers
and John Lennon to even American film stars such as Steve McQueen the mini was to be seen
on boulevards in LA as well as side streets in Leicester. It was a car for all and even took to the
big screen in some well known films. Today the Mini is 60, but it is still loved across the world,
be it at Goodwood still humbling big power saloons in motor racing or at owners clubs and
rallies, at 60, or even 64, we all still love the mini. Developing BHP from its 6. Named after the
late Benny Caiola, friend of founder Horacio Pagani, the BC roadster is one of the latest and
most powerful Paganis to hit first the road and now the Scalextric track. This yellow version is
certainly eye catching with its presence and poise signifying its sporting intent. This purple
version is certainly eye catching with its presence and poise signifying its sporting intent.
Another great addition to the Scalextric Hyper car line up the Rasio C20 in red is a striking and
durable car! Perfect for cruising the Scalextric city streets or tearing up the track this powerful
machine is a guaranteed winner! While now a treasured classic car, the famous Beetle has
occasionally ended up in this sort of weathered condition, a superb accoompaniment to our
Rusty Rides limited edition twin pack! The VW Campervan is an instantly recognisable vehicle,
and one that continues to be incredibly popular. The Scalextric Campervan has been no
exception, proving to be a hit with slot racers and collectors since its introduction. Colour:
Green, Year: s. The popular VW Panelvan has been used for a variety of purposes for many
years. One common use was as a race support vehicle such as the Panelvan modelled here.
Produced in striking red carrying the Porsche logo, this van would have followed the racing
team around the country, playing a vital role in all repairs. Despite today being highly desirable
collectors cars, the Volkswagen Beetle and T1b Camper van did however go through an era of
being both out of fashion and affordable to those on the fringes of modern society. As the cars
became more popular some sought to keep the cars going, but allowing the body to look faded,
rusty, and generally downtrodden. Popular also on s American trucks and pickups today it is a
much followed automotive scene, with many seeking to make once immaculate cars into
replicas of the sort of cars those who surfed all day and partied all night used to park on
Californian beaches. Colour: Red and Blue. Two icons in one package. Used as a transporter to
the works Gulf Porsche race team, this T1b panel van is a sure fire collectable. DC Comics has
published over 55, comic books since they were founded in This DC Comics themed VW

Camper Van celebrates the characters created in their early catalogue of superheroes, including
the cover of first published comic book: Action Comics 1, featuring Superman himself. With
working lights front and rear and a unique and "high detail" livery, this VW Camper Van is sure
to be popular with avid collectors of slot cars and DC Fans alike. The Brumos racing team was
founded in by Peter Gregg and achieved success at Daytona in various hour races. As well as
racing cars the famous blue and orange of Gulf also adorned the support machines of John
Wyer Automotive. The VW Microbus featured here was used to transport both crew and spares
for the Porsches ran by the team. And now you too can have some Gulf racing support on your
Scalextric layout. The famous and iconic Gulf livery looks brilliant splashed over any machine.
From the wonderful roaring Porsche s of the s, to this, the famous Reliant Regal Supervan. Now
available in the beautiful blue and orange colours of Gulf Oil, what better way to deliver the fuel
your racing cars need? Special Features: Magnatraction. Spaniard Fernando Alonso competed
in his third season with McLaren since his return in Race: Formula one Driver: Fernando Alonso
looks to be the final year of F1 for the legend that is Fernando Alonso, while the results havent
been as hoped, the passion certainly has still been there. Race: Formula one Driver: Lance
Stroll was a difficult year for Williams and Lance Stroll, but at times the speed was there, and
the commitment was never in doubt. When the going gets tough, our great value Scalextric
Super Resistant series is more than up to the challenge. The new shape for our Grand Prix
single seaters are ideal fun for junior racers and will be sure to keep them coming back for more
racing action. To see who wins grab the new blue single seater by the horns or will it be a one
horse race with the new red single seater. Colour: Red, Number: Colour: Blue, Number: 6. In the
striking black and gold livery on show here he started well, with some great performances in the
opening rounds, before sealing his drivers championship with a dominant performance in
Berlin, with two wins and a podium. He was also awarded the order of merit from the
Portuguese president, rounding off a great year for the young Portuguese Driver. An
accomplished sportscar and single seater racing driver Alexander Sims races in Formula E with
the BMW team in this striking looking car. With a livery that harks back to BMWs past
successes as well as a nod to the future the car, and driver, are guaranteed some success on
the track! The Caterham Superlight series No. Aaron graduated from the world of karting as one
of the sports most accomplished racers into racing Caterham race cars in when, in the
Caterham Roadsport Championship, he finished 4th. Lee Wiggins has become a regular in the
series finishing 3rd in the season. The start of the season took place at Brands Hatch and Lee
took a 2nd and a 3rd place finishes there. It was his first race behind the wheel of the McLaren
M7C but he unfortunately had to retire from the race half way through due to a broken water
pipe. Held at Montjuich Circuit, the Spanish Grand Prix took place on 4th May and was the
second round of the season. A famous race of high attrition and danger due to the rear wings of
many of the drivers failing, causing several crashes. This led to the race being the end of the
high wing era of Formula 1 racing. Jacky Ickx was in second position behind Stewart, but in the
closing laps he suffered rear suspension failure and retired. The Scalextric version models the
No. He was a founder of the Brabham racing team and race car constructor that bore his name.
Team Gunston was a name used by Rhodesian racing driver John Love to enter his own cars in
Formula One and sports car racing in South Africa between and He also entered cars under his
own name, i. John Love. Commonly the vehicles were entered for Love himself, but he also
provided cars for a number of other drivers during the period. After starting the race back in
22nd position Ian Scheckter managed to pull through the pack and after a few around him
retired ended up finishing in 13th place. The Portuguese Grand prix saw the first ever pole for
the world-famous Ayrton Senna. A wet grand prix saw the Brazilian driver, who was already a
star due to performances in Formula ford, F3 and the unfancied Toleman team drive an
incredible race to win from the Ferrari of Michele Alboreto. The turbo powered Lotus 87 was a
fierce car to tame, especially in the pouring wet conditions of the race. Senna had led every
single lap and was a lap ahead of the entire field except for the second place Ferrari. A true
testament to his almost supernatural ability. Special Features: Magnatraction, High Detail. The
Monaco GP was to be the first of six victories for Ayrton Senna around the famous street circuit.
Mansell led away from the start but had to retire on lap 30 with turbo problems and Senna
cruised into the lead. Despite a pit stop for tyres he maintained this lead to the end of the race,
emerging victorious over the Williams of Nelson Piquet. Not only was this the first victory for
Ayrton round Monaco, but it was also the first victory for a car with active suspension. This
beautiful Lotus 99T will be a colourful highlight to any single seat racing car collection. He led
from start to finish, as well as claiming pole position. Clarks dominance was of course partly
due to his brilliance, as well as the ability of the car, but was aided by the fact Ferrari were not in
attendance due to industrial action in Italy, although one car was sent for Phil Hill. Combining a
the first fully stressed monocoque to appear in formula one with a powerful Climax 1. Today

they are campaigned successfully at historic GP events and now you too at home can drive the
car that gave Jim Clark his first Formula One world championship. Powered by a 1. Clark also
enjoyed success in this car, as did his one-time rival Graham Hill, with Hill winning a world
championship in the car. Lotus Completing the set is the iconic Lotus The first of Tyrrells own
cars the saw its debut in the Canadian GP of Qualified on pole by Jackie Stewart the car proved
at first to be fast but unreliable, retiring with a broken axle while leading. But Formula One was
soon to be taken by storm by this small UK team, with the same design taking Stewart to the
title in The Monaco Grand Prix saw yet another famous face take the wheel of the iconic Lotus
25 in a Formula One race around the principality. The season had seen many great battles
between the reigning champion Nikki Lauda and the up and coming British driver James Hunt in
his McLaren. Home support was most definitely behind Hunt and he lined up on the grid right
behind Lauda, with the two championship protagonists closing out the front row of the grid. At
the start chaos ensued, with Laudas teammate Regazzoni capitalising on a poor start from Hunt
to come through the field. He made contact with the left rear of Laudas car and pitched him into
a spin and broke his wheel. Various cars then hit Regazzoni and Hunt was also eliminated. The
race was stopped, with Hunt sprinting back to the pits for his spare car. However, the officials
decided that only drivers in their original cars could compete, so James jumped back into his
original machine, and under pressure from a crowd that was rapidly becoming unruly he was
allowed to start the race. During the race Lauda and Hunt set a scorching pace, before James
passed on the 45th lap as gearbox problems afflicted the car of Lauda. Scheckter in the
distinctive P34 Tyrrell was up to fourth by this point, and with the retirement of Regazzoni he
was able to grab the final podium spot. After the race, some teams appealed against Hunt being
allowed to compete, as he had not been running at the end of the first lap of the original start.
The appeal reached the FIA and eventually Hunt was indeed disqualified, for outside assistance,
promoting Lauda to first and Scheckter to Second with John Watson inheriting the final podium
spot. The story of the season of course was not over, Lauda suffered his tragic accident, made
his incredible comeback but in the rain of Fuji Hunt was victorious. While saw the introduction
of a new version of the iconic Tyrrell P34 six-wheel Formula One car, by mid-season it has
become apparent that this new design was actually inferior in many ways to the previous years
car. Hence for the Belgian GP at Spa the model was instead fielded, driven here in his usual
sideways style by super Swede Ronnie Peterson! The Scalextric Racing Trucks have been
hugely popular, offering super-resistant, high impact racing. Coming back for more and more
punishment, these trucks offer an intense and exciting race that simply puts a smile on your
face. Produced here in a fictitious Gulf livery, this truck is ready for bumper bashing slot racing
straight out the box. Truck racing is a real spectacle. These behemouths of motorsport are to be
found tearing round the race tracks of the world, with steam coming from the brakes and diesel
smoke belching out they are not for the faint of heart! These accelerate faster then a Turbo and
even in Scalextric form these trucks are a real handful! Introduce some Monster Truck mayhem
to your Scalextric races with this great value, super resistant car, ideal for those who like
full-contact stunt racing. The 'Rattler' livery is applied using our new water labelling process.
This allows us to apply highly detailed, all-over liveries that are extremely hardwearing.
Designed for full impact racing, this Super Resistant Monster Truck can certainly live up to its
name! Great for younger racers, this Monster Truck is perfect for stunt racing and will keep
coming back for more carnage! Scalextric Team Monster Truck. The famous caped crusader has
been fighting crime for 80 years, and he is never usually found without his vehicle of choice.
This stylish Batman inspired vehicle is sure to be up to the challenge of chasing Gotham's best
criminals. Scalextric is known for racing fast cars around the slot track, and with the addition of
the new Scalextric Rasio, all other Supercars and Hypercars have a worthy road competitor.
This new addition in the Super Resistant range sports the famous blue and yellow of Scalextric,
and is built to be resilient against the bashes and crashes of intense street races. The Joker has
been one of Batman's worst enemies since his first appearance in The Clown Prince of Crime
typically sports green hair and a purple suit, and has a notoriously wide red grin, all featured in
this themed vehicle. Is this Joker inspired car fast and crazy enough to escape the Caped
Crusader? Inventor Doc Brown achieves the seemingly impossible when he builds a time
machine Only Fools and Horses is a well renowned British television sitcom, running from until
the final Christmas special in And in true Trotter style, we're delighted to give you two for the
price of two! Two for the Price of Two! As such, the Capri became the family car, with the
Reliant continuing with its true purpose of hauling a load of unsellable clobber to the town
market each week. The 25th and latest Bond film sees once again back behind the wheel of the
iconic Aston Martin DB5. The car looks as resplendent as ever in the famous Silver Birch shade
and in his tuxedo Bond looks as dapper as ever! And now you can recreate that excitement at
home with your own James Bond model slot car! A big beast of a GT car the V8 was a mainstay

of the Aston Martin range throughout the late s and s as well as being Bonds car of choice.
While the car features no gadgets in the latest installment, its speed and beauty are enough to
make it an essential Bond car. The first of the Fast And The Furious movie franchise hit cinema
theatres around the globe in Six movies later, the Fast And The Furious has become one of the
most recognisable vehicle-based action series of all time. Great Scott! High Detail, Xenon Effect
Lights. The living daylights was the 15th Bond film and the first to star Timothy Dalton. In this
Bond adventure pilots the icon of 80s brawn, the Aston Martin V8. Equipped here with skis and
a rocket motor to escape down a ski slope, as well as missiles in the front grille, this is one
Aston you really don't want to mess with! One of the most recognisable vehicles ever to feature
on British television, Del Boys iconic Robin Regal Supervan is now available as a solo release
from Scalextric. The tax is indeed in the post but everything else is lovely jubbly with this yellow
ish 3 wheeled wonder. This is perfect machine for dropping the goods down to the local market,
with space for two upfront and plenty of clobber in the back! Now you too can race this icon of
British television at home on your Scalextric layout. Scalextric 60th Anniversary Collection - s Pack 1 of 7. The Aston Martin DBR9 is a racing car built by Aston Martin Racing, debuting in and
appearing frequently in international sportscar racing until the end of the GT1 category in As
Scalextric moved into the s it followed another shift in motorsport. Throughout the s rallying
and Group B had dominated the airwaves and press, but as that declined, touring car racing,
most notably Super Touring, took its place. One manufacturer above others dominated this
form of motorsport, BMW. It also enjoyed considerable success in the rally category. The s saw
Scalextric continue to follow the trends of worldwide motorsport with a string of successful
cars. Despite being debuted in the s, it was the 60s that really saw Scalextric come to
prominence as one of the best known toys across the globe. Countless accessory buildings and
track pieces were added and the range blossomed, with superstars like the Beatles even having
a go! But the celebrity endorsements were not limited to pop stars, Jim Clark, Graham Hill and
Various other racing drivers of the era all had their own Scalextric sets. The first Scalextric cars
were tin too and powered by a small electric motor, instead of the more common clockwork cars
of the time. This new toy took off and by Francis had sold his idea to Tri-ang, who looked to
invest. Tri-ang produced newer cars in plastic and the range of vehicles offered started to
expand. Email us at info newmodellersshop. All product information is correct when entered in
to the website and comes from Scalextric. This information is subject to change without
notification by Scalextric. Please check the Scalextric website for the latest information at Noch
- Tunnel. Noch Gras-Master 2. Noch Spring Trees. Spring 25 Pack. Hornby Trakmat. Hornby
Extension Track Pack A. Hornby Extension Track Pack B. Hornby Extension Track Pack C.
Hornby Extension Trac
2013 chevy malibu radio wont turn on
super duty ford f250
2007 hyundai sonata battery
k Pack D. Hornby Extension Track Pack E. Hornby Extension Track Pack F. Hornby E-Link
Computer Control. Combi Controller. Tel: Email: info newmodellersshop. Scalextric Chevrolet
Corvette - No. Special Features: TBA. Scalextric Porsche RSR 3. Limited Edition Scalextric
Chevrolet Camaro - Liptons No. Scalextric Chevrolet Camaro - No. Watkins Glen. Scalextric
Mercury Cougar - No. Scalextric Peugeot T16 - No. Scalextric Chevrolet Camaro Z28 - Silver
Product Code: C Pre-Order Summer Product details: Introduced in this model of Z28 saw some
visual changes away from the earlier cars, not least a new front spoiler and wider flares over the
arches. Scalextric Caterham Superlight Series No. Scalextric Tyrrell P34 - Belgian Grand Prix
Product Code: C Pre-Order Autumn Product details: While saw the introduction of a new
version of the iconic Tyrrell P34 six-wheel Formula One car, by mid-season it has become
apparent that this new design was actually inferior in many ways to the previous years car.

